Today, you can learn the powerful secret behind what it takes to…
 
“Achieve Your Goals - On Autopilot!”
 
...How to achieve your goals with zero friction, maximum ease, and near perfect execution...
 
Dear aspiring goal-achiever,
 
If you’d like to know a powerful method behind achieving your goals… one that makes it feel like you’ve engaged cruise control and are literally gliding towards your goals…
 
…then this is the most important message you’ll ever read.
 
Because in this letter, you’ll get the opportunity to learn the only strategies you’ll ever need for achieving your goals and creating a happy, fulfilling, and successful life. 
 
...And you’ll feel like it’s happening on autopilot.
 
And when I say achieving your goals, I mean any goals. 
 
For example:
 
Can you imagine the confidence of going to the beach with a brand new, tight, trim body? And as you walk through that sandy beach, sunglasses in hand, hair swaying in the wind, the satisfaction of seeing all those heads turn and gaze at your new figure? 
 
I certainly can.
 
And so can you, since it’d be because you were able to achieve your diet goals. 
 
Can you also imagine the excitement of going to a party... and before you get a chance to hang up your coat, you’re ambushed by dozens of smiling faces? Can you feel the delight of everybody clamoring for your attention when you only just showed up? 
 
You should, cause it’d be because you simply achieved your social goals. 
 
And can you also imagine the thrill of owning a bustling business that rakes in so much money… that you can afford months of vacation? And can you feel the ease of knowing that you can support your family and the peace of mind of knowing their futures are certainly optimistic? 
 
You should, because you CAN achieve your business goals. 
 
...This is the life of the person who succeeds at their goals.
 
They are fit.
They are popular.
They are successful.
 
...And most of all, they are happy and lead fulfilled lives (and so does everyone around them).
 
It’s not impossible. Anybody can do it.
 
But there’s a simple truth you should know about achieving your goals...
 
No One’s A Natural At It
 
Did you think you were the only one who struggles with reaching their goals?
 
Cause that’s not actually the case.
 
In reality, mankind is hardwired to struggle with goals. 
 
In fact, according to U.S. News, by the second week of February of each year, up to 80% of new year’s resolutions are abandoned. That’s an astonishing (and saddening) fact. 
 
It seems collectively, we all struggle to achieve our goals.
 
But if that fact is true, it means up to 80% of us our doing the same thing incorrectly - and that’s using the wrong goal achieving strategies and tactics.
 
So here’s a question I have for you…
 
What SHOULD we be doing to become successful goal achievers?
 
Myths Of Goal-Achieving
 
Normally when people fail to achieve their goals, what do you assume the reason is?
 
A lack of self-discipline?
A lack of willpower?
A lack of ability?
Or something else altogether?
 
Well unfortunately, we’ve all been programmed to think that if somebody fails, they simply “didn’t try hard enough.”
 
But of course we tried hard!
 
If we were to try any harder, we’d simply experience burnout. That’s not what you or I want… we just want to achieve our goals (without exhausting our limited energy). 
 
But is it possible to progress in our goals without sapping our willpower?
 
Is there a method that allows us succeed in our goals more consistently (unlike the 80% of us that just can’t seem to do it)?
 
In fact, there is.
 
You can achieve your goals far more easily, reduce the obstacles, and even stick with your goals for weeks, months, even years if you want! Wouldn’t that feel amazing?
 
Well if you’d like to know how, then keep on reading.
 
 
How to Leave the Quitter’s Circle
 
If you’re ready to end the cycle of setting and abandoning your goals, then this is the solution to your problems.
 
Finally, you can look forward to:
 
Not quitting your diets (and running from mirror’s in shame and embarrassment).
Not failing to meet basic sales quotas at work. And
Not admitting to others that you’ve abandoned your goals (yet again...).
 
Wouldn’t it feel great to say to your friends, family, and co-workers, that you’ve “already lost 8 pounds!”?
 
...That you’ve “set new sales records!”?
 
...And simply that you’ve “reached your goal!”?
 
If you’d like to finally share your SUCCESS with others, then let me give you a glimpse into the strategies used by the 20% of people who succeed at their goals. 
 
The Power of “Friction-Focused" Goal-Achieving
 
Instead of utilizing traditional goal-setting strategies (which we’ve been shown does NOT work for at least 80% of people),  you can learn the strategies of automatic success. 
 
In other words, you’ll know how to put your goal success on autopilot and succeed with ease.
 
And with these tips, you’ll experience the smoothest, simplest, most effortless path towards goal success you’ve ever had.
 
In fact, with our brand new book “Friction Focus: How to Easily and Simply Achieve Your Goals Like Never Before,” you’ll get eye-opening tips that make achieving your goals seem almost too easy. 
 
Here’s a small sample of the benefits you’ll get from this book.
 
Why you should control your “friction”… and NOT your willpower. The key mindset change that’ll make your old goal-achieving methods look torturous in comparison.
Integration VS addition. How you’ll save TONS of daily energy by switching how you approach your new goal activities.
Automatic success. The thought process that makes your goal success feel like it’s almost happening WITHOUT your intervention… at all.
80/20 decision making - done right. How to save more time AND energy to focus on your goals… by picking what you will - and will not - do (and not in the way you’re thinking, either).
The two core influencers to creating goal success . You can achieve your goals by focusing on two main things… and simply leveraging their goal-achieving powers.
 
That’s just a taste of the strategies used to bust you out of your unsuccessful rut... and start living the life you truly deserve.
 
A life where your success is on autopilot; where you’re sliding into achievement.
 
After all, the fact that you’re here, reading this, says something about you - it says you are worthy of success. 
 
It says you’re ready to leave the old you behind, and move on to a brighter, more successful version of yourself.
 
But before we show you how to transform yourself into goal achieving machine, listen to some of our satisfied customers. Let their successes help you decide what action you need to take today.
 
 
Easily goes to the gym 3 - 5 days a week
“I use to struggle to get up and go to the gym. Before each session, I’d mentally run through a list in my head of EXCUSES to not go. That’s how bad it was.
 
But after implementing the strategies in this book, going to the gym is effortless. I have this new system set up, and now, whenever it’s time to head to the gym, it’s like falling down a greased-up stairway... and at the bottom of it is the inside of the gym.
 
It’s actually become harder NOT to go to the gym because of my new arrangement.
 
Now I’ve started using the “automatic success” strategies for the other goals in my life. And wouldn’t you know it? They are ALL happening with ease now. I know that without this product, I’d still be struggling to achieve these very goals even 5 years from now.
 
-Jay Jackson (Sales Manager)
 
Overjoyed with new success
“I can hardly believe how easily I’ve been able to work on my goal… Only 3 months ago, I struggled to eat healthier. I’d get home and tell myself, ‘Okay, it’s time to cook a healthy meal. Let’s do it!’
 
But most days I’d be too exhausted to cook, so I’d usually just order Chinese food to eat (which I’m sick of now, by the way). And at the end of the week, I’d just be so ashamed of myself. I could hardly look at myself in the mirror (and I didn’t feel much better on the inside either)…
 
But a close (and successful) friend suggested I try out this product. Tired of feeling like a failure, I gave it a shot. And I IMMEDIATELY benefitted from it.
 
The ideas made just so much sense! Why was I living in hard-mode this whole time? Literally, after implementing the ‘automatic success’ methodology, I was consistently eating healthy meals each and every day.
 
And guess what? Nine months later and I’m STILL eating healthy every day. Thanks to this product, I’m healthier, feel better, and look WAY better as well!”
 
-Phoebe Boagsters
 
Doubled sales in 3 months
“I started working at my sales company 2 years ago. I started at the bottom and struggled to increase my sales. It seemed that no matter what I did, I couldn’t consistently grow my profits. And as a consequence, my yearly salary never improved.
 
But then my wife announced her pregnancy.
 
With a baby on the horizon, I couldn’t continue performing so poorly at work. I had to make a change. But I knew that if I didn’t do something different, I’d keep getting the same subpar results I’d been getting.
 
I asked one of the more successful salesman what he did to improve his sales. He said, ‘I set a goal to improve my sales process after each session.’ he said. ‘But I had a hard time sticking with it. So bought a book to help me achieve that goal.’
 
So I followed suit. I set the same goal. I bought the same book. And I used the same goal achieving strategies. And guess what? It ACTUALLY worked.
 
But it didn’t just work - it actually doubled my sales in only 3 months! It was amazing! I didn’t have to worry about being able to support my new family any longer. It was such a relief. I now have the skills to make more money, support my family, and achieve MANY more goals in the future as well!” 
 
-Eric Masterson
 
What you need to do now
 
Get your copy of “Friction Focus: How to Easily and Simply Achieve Your Goals Like Never Before...” 
 
...and experience what success truly feels like.
 
Achieve your goals more easily… more smoothly… and even more automatically… by simply trying it out and placing your order.
 
(And as you’ll see, you’ve got nothing to lose).
 
Order within the next 24 hours, and you’ll get it at our special reduced price of $59.99 (normally $79.99, which is 25% off!).
 
But you’ll need to act now to secure your lowered pricing.
 
Oh, and one more thing you’re probably wondering - what if it doesn’t make your goal success any better? 
 
What if you buy the product, try it out, and you don’t see the “automatic success” we’ve promised?
 
Well, you can actually...
 
Try it out for 90 days, and if you don’t see the results you want…
 
...Then you can return it for a full refund - no questions asked.
 
Because we believe in the power of our product, you can read the book cover to cover, implement all the tips and strategies... and in the event you DON’T get what you’ve been promised, you don’t begin achieving “automatic success,” you’ll get a prompt and courteous refund.
 
Sound good?
 
Then let’s starting achieving your goals today!
 
“Yes! I want to achieve my goals with near automatic success! Please send me a copy of ‘Friction Focus: How to Easily and Simply Achieve Your Goals Like Never Before,’ - for just $59.99, which is $20 off the normal price (25% off!). I’d like to take advantage of this limited time offer! And if it ends up not living up to its promises, I’ll send it back at ZERO cost to myself” 
 
“Order Here!”
 
Finally, Goal Success Made Easy
 
You’ve earned the right to become a success...
 
...And now it’s time be one. Forget your past failures and focus on creating a new life, one where you finally:
 
Lose that belly flab
Get that work promotion
Charm your friends and acquaintances
Build more muscle
And flat out achieve your goals with newfound ease!
 
You can have it all - if you know how to do it. 
 
...But once you do, you’ll never feel like a non-achiever again... because you’ll be living with automatic success. 
 
Final Words
 
Achieving your goals gives you the most powerful feeling in the world.
 
When you do it, you feel like nothing is impossible.
 
What we offer is that ability feel that anytime and with any goal. As well as the capability to create the life you desire. 
 
...One where you succeed at your goals. And do it with near automatic success.
 
So if you’re ready leave your old life behind, and become a person of ever-continuing success… then take that final step with us - today. 
 
Sincerely,
 
John Edwards (Motivational Speaker)
 
P.S. Goal achieving guru Jim Rohn said “happiness is not something you postpone for the future; it is something you design for the present.” 
 
And he’s 100% right.
 
So take advantage of our 25% off discount and 90 day guarantee, and design your life for automatic success starting today!
 
“Yes! I want to achieve my goals with near automatic success! Please send me a copy of ‘Friction Focus: How to Easily and Simply Achieve Your Goals Like Never Before,’ - for just $59.99, which is $20 off the normal price (25% off!). I’d like to take advantage of this limited time offer! And if it ends up not living up to its promises, I’ll send it back at ZERO cost to myself” 
 
“Order Here!”

END

(FYI - This sample was written for demonstrating my copywriting skills… and wasn’t written for a client).

